Instant Karma - Recording and Lyrics 1992 - 1998
Small Mother (1992)

Recorded & mixed in Bochum, Germany, at Fairland Studios in Jan/Feb 1992.  Produced by Reinhard Falk.  Engineered by Manni Struck.  Original Sleeve Design by CCCP, Cologne. Photography by Peter Boettcher.  Published by Ariola/BMG.  All Songs by Instant Karma, published by Chlodwig.

Sorry Wrong Planet

”I wrote and recorded the demo of this song after a good night out and rather too many toxic fluids. So there I was, 4 AM, totally drunk with this brilliant idea in my head, no microphone, just a metronome, an electric guitar, my 4-track tapemachine and headphones. Because I was living in a student home with paper-thin walls and hundreds of direct neighbours at the time I had to be all quiet as well.  OK, I could use the headphones as a mic, just plug it in and record the metronome at 120 beats per minute. What do you do when you've got no guitar amp or fuzz and you still want a bit of distortion? You just use the transistor line gain on the 4-track and make due with the rather edgy outcome. Singing? All quiet? and just one set of headphones? I put the headphones on, left side on my mouth, right side on the back of my head, watched the VU-Meter of the metronome on the 4 track, counted my way through the song and whispered the lyrics. All done, I repulsed the phones to the appropriate input, noticed the recording level was near zilch, turned the volume to max and printed it to tape. You can imagine that this technique increased the overall noise level to unbelievable heights. And we even managed to recreate all this in a proper studio for the opener on `Small Mother´.” 

Oh, I'm sorry this is the wrong planet that I put you down on. Though the clocks are ticking forward, time stands still for all but one. They all look like humans, yet nobody's sure the are. More than one. Beam us up, spare us the pain, all is hot, too hot to care for. Taken time, we feel the need to blank our minds and start to read. Books surpassed our deafened eyes and all that turns our heads are flies. Are flies ...

Give me a deal

”Ego trip, part one.  Many people who heard this classic IK rocker thought it was all about getting signed. It's not. At the time, I had lost my girlfriend, had huge financial problems ( OK, still have ...) and was running out of people I could shovel my problems on (Let's hear a big `Ah´ for Gordon ...). Blamed it all on the music, I did. So, lets `give me a deal´ and get this thing over with. Oh, the company exec loved it, `must have felt like a big wet sloppy one on the bum. But then again, it worked, right ?” 

You've been pushing around my friends for much to long. You've been playing around with me and jerked me off. I'm twisted, I'm screwed, your sewer is my head. Maybe just a bond to much you broke. Suck, suck again. Give me a deal and be quiet. Give me a deal, I'm getting tired.

Live On:

”This was probably the first song that was more than our school band attitude was worth.. I had dreamt of breaking into the recording industry for a long time, but rehearsing this one really gave me the confidence that we actually belonged there. It was the first IK song ever I was fully satisfied with. Ok, ok, it still had that 5 minute rumba part in the middle which was scraped for the album. The original demo tape that found its way to EMI (Every Mistake Imaginable ...) included  `Bird´, `Firehead´, `Small Mother´, `Square Minded Jack´and as the opener, `Live On´. So in many respects, this track started it all.”

Woke up this morning, pale, still vain, when my body said `No, I won't bear it´. Blood has gone nowhere, nowhere to see. Not for days, not for miles there will be a repeat. Half past two the vegetation is over and Captain Breakfast could just as easily piss off. I don't mind his reputation or mine, life's lost, life's lost. The moment I grew up I could still stun the flesh but my mind is so clear, I feel no kick. The moment I grew up I could still stun the flesh but my mind is so clear, I makes me sick.

No real friendship

”This one was written in our ‘no straight beat, please‘-phase. Mixed in the old ‘Beatles-Heavy Stereo‘-Fashion. If you listen to this song on a party or in a discotheque where the speakers are 2 miles apart, you will find someone playing the tambourine all on his own on the left/right hand side, which can give you chronicle diaria if you listen too long! But apart from that it’s quite enjoyable and has got the typical ‘Instant Karma‘-Harmonies, which make you go ‘Hey, it’s not all that bad, is it ?´”

This man used you. Made love to your two sisters. You tried to wash it off and ended up with blisters. You can't clean your mind up. You haven't got time, love. Too much to cope with, no real friendship. Oh, let your hair down so I can pull you and leave you with a frown. I was too heavy for you. You can't clean your mind up. People's eyes can be so big and people's mouths can eat so much. There's nothing you can do, your mind is stuck with glue. All the people you care about poured it in your brain. You can't clean your mind up...

Firehead

”A crowd favourite and one of  I.K.`s big ballads. We always spend a lot of time and energy to get the lyrics right, although we never expect anybody to read them, let alone try to understand them. But once in a while, somebody out there actually reacts like this rather good looking 17 year old girl on the first tour. After the show, in a rare sort of groupie situation, she waited in front of the backstage area until I came out. She had bought our first album, fell in love with `Firehead´, and particularly like the line `In my next life I`ll be a fish and swim in my own tears´.  That made sense, because she told me that she had 4 big aquariums in her room and offered me pot at the same time. Just too scared too give her a glimpse at my real self and trying not to spoil her admiration for our music and for me,  I left after about 5 minutes. It still haunted me for a couple of weeks, especially after I reread the lyrics ...”

My clock is going slow, I'm stoned on people. In my next life I`ll be a fish and swim in my own tears. I bash my brain against the wall, but I just seem to miss the core. I screw my head around and around again. Crush into my head, I'm friendly. Dig behind my eyes, I'm nice. I hum a swan song, but I seem to miss every tone. And I don't want to see you, I`d rather screw you. Up, up and away, even smoke flees from me. My mouth is freezing though my head's on fire. Crush into my head, I'm friendly. Dig behind my eyes, I'm nice. I detest the things I think and I love the things I don't do and if you see me sighing, you know I'm not in. And if you see me crying, you know I'm not in. Don't you know that I'm the mother, I'm the father, I'm the son of my firehead ?

Square Minded Jack

"This song combines 70's Rock'n'Roll with "XTC"-weirdness quite greatly. It's about being so very special and having lots of great ideas on how to live a decent life, and yet being terribly sad about the state of the world.  The last verse doesn't really belong to the song. It was written in a rush before an important gig and has got sod all to do with the rest of the song. But hey, lyrics are only there to please the writer anyway ..."

So you think you're time has come, red life watch, red alarm.  Yeah, go and look for another place, another race, another mind  (You won't get me).  You tried everything there was, but you couldn't prevent the loss of 4000 souls, cheaply transformed into portable micro-waves, they signed and dug their own graves.  Hats off to square minded Jack, he keeps his brain in a big brown paper bag.  And he fears there'll come a time, where all the thinkers would lose their minds.  Now everything's just fine, your life is back in line, I guess you needed the break, it'll all start again.  What the hell is there left to do?  No democracy could save us too.  looks as if humanity is to be saved by people like ... Hats off ...  What has become of me?  Where is my sensitivity?  I want my mind games back.  Jack, help me.  Hats off ...

Soul Goodness

”A crowd favourite during our school days, this one is nowadays, er, embarrassing. I wish these lyrics could be lost forever, but then again you have to start somewhere... ”

I'm waiting for the earth to turn and circle round my brain (uhu ...). I'm waiting for the flowers to rise (yuck ...), against the sun, no shades of grey. My thumbs and fingers form a circle filled with love (argh!) and shades of purple will spread across the way (What ?). I'm travelling at the speed of light on my voyage to the planets (sure you do ...). I've been sleeping on clouds for days, dropped out and vanished. Days lost with my cry for more ( talent ...). Now my mind is free to go `Lalalalalala´. I`m waiting for the earth to turn (or my stomach ...)

Bird

Jazz is not dead and it is doesn't smell funny either. The title refers to Charlie `Bird´ Parker, but at the time I wrote this little number I didn't know a single recording of the godfather of Bebop. The musical theme in the verse just smelled like Jazz to me, but the other peckers of the band said it's guano. Yup, real jazz doesn't smell. Please cross-reference with `Shrapnels of Guano´ in the Collectibles/B-sides section.

Birds are raining down, pushed around by the wind that sucks and blows. Water embraces the white swan, kisses breast and cuddles nose. Breaks its back and lets it in, becomes one with its flow. But I known were the drowned go. The cotton fluff in the air, painted all over the sky. Pink and blue bits soak it in, disintegrates and it's alive. 100 children hopefully will gather around, jump in, won't swim. But I known were the drowned go. Nobody's really happy except you and me. Get shut and feel unreal. And if you see me sliding in, take my hand and hold me back. Pull hard, please make me care, beyond this trip, beyond my map. No illusion is worth loosing a day. No vision, no lie, no truth. Nobody's really happy except you and me.

NoSong

”Another druggie here. Stuff like this one earned us a `Deadhead´ reputation. Long drifts, atmospheric distortion, phaserous nothingness. Sit back, turn on, tune in, relax, smoke, sigh a little `oh, wow...´ and slowly this one will pull you in. On the Mother-tour, `No Song´ expanded to 20 minutes. I'm sure glad we don't do that anymore...”

This is no song, all it does is flow. This is no song, and I know. All I do is I disguise Dylan, and you all know at the end of the show. This is no song, all that is left is me, that just might not be enough. But if I stop hiding, nobody will give me a chance to be... This is no song and if you say it is, your mind is blurred. Come on, don't be drugged. Vibration, temptation, all but true, six or seven times and you'll know, that this is no song. But I might grow, I just have to put a little more in. You know that I dig inside me, hope that he is not back with a grin. This is no song, but it might grow. This is no song, I'm afraid to get caught. This is no song, oh no, he's bound to get me. Maybe you think this is a song, maybe you think this is a song. Don't you know that this song is dragging in G? Don't you know that this song is dying in E? But I'll save it! This is no song, all it does is flow, this is no song, and you know. Because all I do is I disguise Dylan, and so does Bob, and you'll all know at the end of the show. This is no song ...

Digging Hippie Shit:

”And I scream, I scream again. This one is probably a direct result of what was going on, musically that is, at the time. More and more we incorporated noisy breaks and dissonant chords. `Digging´ was a first step in that direction. Oh, the irritating noises in the chorus are actually the result of torturing my guitar with a screwdriver.” 

Tuesday flowers on a Wednesday grave, I breed joy in a burnt carcass. Juicebuds cover half my head, my pulse is near disaster. Friday echoes on a lost week and sounds coat my ears. Thumbs up for my punching ball, thumbs down for me. I scream, I scream again, in that dream I scream again. Mondays drain and that will to fly, I'm afraid to be grounded. If only I had little holes in my head and let the rain wash off the mist. Sunday echoes on the next week, and I just don't know what is left to do. Thumbs up for hindsight, come on hit me truth. Mondays urge and a will to fly. I'll climb so high that my soul can fry. Till dusk I'll have thrown it all away. So I hit the button for the love ray. I'm digging Hippie Shit. If you say you care, just stop talking and ditch your degree and speak. If my mind is blurred, I divert my attention and then I'll see that the odd one's out and the straight one's in and you think you're your next of kin. And they say we're good, and they say we're soft, and they say, and they say and we scream. In my dream we scream again.

The variety of sparetime

”This one was written while I was doing a really monotone job, which brought up the idea that the quality of my sparetime would improve with the shittyness of my job (That doesn’t mean that I enjoy having a shitty job!). We used a mellotron on this one, which was a pain in the arse to work with, but gave us the feeling that we recorded our album particularly authentical. Yeah, great! Everyone in the band, apart from me, hates the title of this song. I wonder why?”

I got so much in my head, that I can't stop thinking. I've had enough of myself and I go on sinking, unless I let this world spin around. Sparetime is no good without occupation, its value drops with more frustration. The days of the big white ass are counted. He pushed us around, we made no sound, not anymore. Losers, they got more reason to live, they try and cry 'til their brains run dry. Sparetime is no good without connections, its value drops with more rejection. Sparetime is no good without occupation. Its value drops and I get so down. I got so much in my head, I should better be drinking. This thing is driving me mad and again I'm sinking, unless I let this world mess around. Sparetime is no good without occupation. Sparetime is no good without connections. Sparetime is no good without reflection. Its value drops and I get so down. Now, I hit the ground.

Midwaveradiotrauma:

”Before I got into all this computer stuff, one of my stranger hobbies was listening to Midwave radio at night. I used to tune in to awkward African radio stations and just left them on 'til the next day. As you can imagine, this can change the content of your dreams a lot. Funnily enough, with Shockwave, RealAudio and netradio, it all comes back know, but I just can`t afford to let the net run all night . Years later, Martin did a brilliant techno version of the verse while we were trying new things for our fourth album. Midwave was a good exercise and had a great outcome, but at the time everybody in the band was against revamping old stuff. But the idea of computerising our first two albums crept back up when we were finished with the new album. Let's see if we ever get round to doing this `Rebirth´-album ...”
 
Neil Armstrong has left me his head, I stuffed it into the right corner. Whenever I'm bored I look at all the things he's done. I start dropping my time, because I think I can't do that. Well, telly never lets you try. I can't get you out of my nose, you just keep screwing into my head. Oh wow, I just want to do a big sneeze and throw every smell of you away. Don't get me wrong, I think you smell sweet, but so do corpses. And I think you look neat, but do I really care ? Living on a glide, free wings, soul chimes.

Love Grows:

”The original demo of this one sounded more like a bad Lou Reed impersonation than an IK track. I never even played the 4-track tape to the others for that reason. The rehearsals turned it into a rock / ballad hybrid, with quiet vocal parts getting axed by Zeppelinesque breaks. On the live side of things, I used to relish the moment when all music stopped and I would just whisper the third verse. During that moment, I could always hear the woodworms eating away at the stage ...”

Stop the world, I want to get on. My mind itches, I can tell you it's no fun. Can't even cry, you know this life's a con. I existed on one person alone. Lost her in me and didn't know that she was gone. I existed for years, not living a month. My baby knows that love grows. My head is mellow and my heart is hollow. It must be the love that I swallowed and spit out again. Blank paper, thin white paper soiled and soiled with hate. Soiled with nothing worth saying, except love grows.


Sweet Orgy (1994)

Recorded in Brighton, England at Advision Studios in October 1993.  Mixed in Brussels, Belgium, at ICP Studios in November 1993.  Produced by Reinhard Falk.  Engineered by Manni Struck.  Assistant engineer:  Mike Jeffries. Original Sleeve Design & Photography by Dirk Rudolph.  Published by Chlodwig/BMG.  All Songs by Instant Karma, published by Chlodwig.

Birthday Suite

"The single of the album with a great, unusual animated video.  A favourite for many, it's about an old man in a pensioners home, communicating with the bugs in his room.  Slow forest, by the way, is the nice Thai word for cemetery.  The highlight of the song , the elevating finale with Tom and Ollie on their best Pavarotti, was inexplicably culled for the radio single."

I'm not growing anymore, I decompose, I break my leg my shoulder, I lose my ears, I lose my nose, oops there it goes ...  And she doesn't know that I'm not quite alone, I got friends on the ceiling, got neighbours in my bed, they're keeping me the company I never have, they're everywhere, and she won't care, that I see semaphores, they see moths, I receive morsecode, they see fireflies.  They all tell me it's a slow forest, all the bugs and worms and maggots and butterflies, they're all friends of mine.  I'm a giant, a whole world of their own.  I'm all hills and valleys and forests and roads, they party on my pelvis and hide in my toes, and when the lights go down, they make music for me ... listen.

Pulp

"Our own serial killer song, the silence of the pigeons.  The coolest bit is the b-movie pursuit theme in the middle, the man-chases-bird rough'n tumble, featuring bongos, brass, trumpets and saxophone and every other thing we were able to bend to D#.  For music buffs: spot the Tom Jones sample in the song"

I'm a regular guy, I go to work in the morning, I don't beat my wife, she leaves me alone in the evening, when I gather them 'round, all my heroes and villains, to keep me away from the edge.  'Cause everyday I'm sliding, I'm sucked nearer to the void.  I cling to this dimension with the mind I feed on pulp.  I'm a regular guy, but sometimes I sneak out of the office.  I go down to the park, to get my hands on something warm.  I see little fat limbs, promenading in the sunshine.  Got a pocketful of sweets, so so sweet.  I prefer it silent when I help them to the void.  They will never know who took them from their simple world.  But still I'm slipping, sliding, I'm sucked nearer to the void.  I cling to this dimension with the mind I feed on pulp.  I'm not a regular guy, the papers say I'm a pervert.  hey, what do they know?  Do they think I do this for fun?  those cute little things, I know they all hate them like I do.  they should get on their knees and thank me, thank me ...  they don't know it but they're sliding straight into the void.  Poor imagination feeds on sexfiends, cranks and gore.  No one cares for fat white birds and no one cares for me.  Still everyday's a good day if the world explodes on pulp.

2oClockwise

"One of the IK Glamrock-Classics with lots of unexpected chords in it  -  pre-destined for the reaction: 'Sounds great, but we'd like to do a single-cut of that!' (also known as "castrating the artist's dignity").  This song is a good example of how I.K.-songs used to work at that time. It had that commercial chorus in it which made up for the anarchist-"we don't give a shit"- parts that the record-company especially hated."

Couldn't sleep at night, I've been crying all day.  Couldn't eat a thing, had to throw up again.  Couldn't be on my own, had to talk to a human trashcan.  Couldn't walk in the crowd, it's not how many there are, but how long it takes to get through them.  My fun begins on the fireplace of my last crisis, I dance and say here's to the times where you break up and feel intensively.  I lay a tree trunk over the river, sit on it, let time go by, keep cool, keep cool water.  Close my eyes in anger, open them in joy, don't you know that it's hip to be in a bad mood?  Well I don't think so ...  My fun begins on the fireplace ...

Ditch

In late 97, Gordon & Tom went to a casting for the French film "Pola X". They were looking for musicians to play small parts in the flick and during the casting, all we had to do, was play a song on the guitar, bass or keyboard. Tom played some XTC-Song, while I performed an acoustic version of `Ditch´. You can look out for Tom in the film (released summer 99). It's a good song though ...

It's coming down inside me. Fat pigeon in my freezer. He's poking all my eyes out, every sound's a shriek. It's coming down inside me, this thing's a mockingbird. Shitty all over my belly, a pain in my guts and in my heart. It's coming down inside me, you are. It's coming down inside me, what I would call your conscience. The foul taste in your mouth. and the stench in your nose. It's coming down inside me. You think this is your true self? Maybe this thing's just another digested mistake of your past. It's coming down inside me when you are. I am. It's coming down inside me. When I'm coming down inside you. When I'm coming down inside me. It's coming down inside you. I'm coming down.



Starling

The rehearsals for `Orgy´ were certainly more difficult than the other albums. At one time, we were even beating each other up. Funnily enough, it was really enjoyable to record the album. I wrote this song in a negative but still hopeful mood near the end of the rehearsals and I'm sure glad that we recorded it with a smile. You'll find a different mix under `Collectibles´ which was inspired by the film `Fame´. The title of that edit (The Bruno Martelli Mix) is rather better than the idea behind it ...

Met Liberace in an orbit, flowing amidst a 1000 tears and I just wonder how he got there, must have been years and years. I cornered me a hero and I dragged him out to play. He didn't last for 30 seconds with the games that people play. Baby I'm starling. I'm coming down to land. If I dyed my hair to suit me, silver coat and glamour pants, would you know what I was giving? Ambition is a whore in tights. So I cling to just a bubble, hope it won't blow in my face. I know the pictures are pathetic, but who am I to say? Baby I'm starling, I'm coming down to land. (Is he the king or is he...). Baby I'm starling, I'm coming out to land. (Is he a bum or is he...). Maybe I am – I'm coming down to land – now. Baby I'm a star, ha ha ha, I'm coming down to land. Met Liberace in an orbit, crushing down in just a day. And I just know how he got there, he dragged himself to play. And I drag myself to play.

Hail

Probably one of the weirdest Poptunes ever composed, certainly my favourite I.K.-track of all time. This is my attempt of writing a whole song without one single defined note.  I created this one on the guitar, with all strings completely detuned at random (Yes, that noise you can hear flying around ...). We got a lot of criticism during the Orgy Tour (late 94, Grunge was all over the place ...) for being a soft Popband, but once we played `Hail´ (or `Pulp´, for that matter ...), nobody dared to say a word. It's still the first track I put on, when other musicians ask me what type of music I.K.`s into. The reaction is always the same: "Can I hear that again, please?" 

A perpetual dyslexic, crowned by beer and liquor. He blew his brains with boredom, forgot to use the day. He fights eternal battles, proud to be so stubborn. Caught by his own eyes, he fails to be convicted. Aggression is corrosive, carves scars you cannot see. Aggression is repulsive, hits you back when you're weak. On a catatonic junkyard filled with friends and family, who gives the first punch a just cause ? They're playing with their loved ones, well who minds a slaughter, and who gives the first punch a just cause ?

Seeds

"File under Serious.  The strings, would you believe, are 100% canned.  What's more, they were only pieced together, sequenced and added after the recording sessions, so that whilst recording we had to leave BIG holes, and never knew where we were.  Only during the mixdown in Brussels did we hear the plan coming together.  For many, a favourite on the album."

Last night I had a dream, a most curious scene, she was talking about the change.  I said, I got, you got me, so what else could there be?  She said, will you stay the same?  What you were was alright, why are you so inclined to give yourself away?  I said, I watch you, you watch me, that's ok, you will see, and all will stay the same.  No, nothing ever stays the same.  I know you know, you know I know ...  Life's been good till today, mostly going my way, why should my luck run out?  You say, where you go I can't go, and you will be alone, I hope you'll learn to cope.  So you will know, what's to do when you've found, that you've long left the ground, how will you come down?  Cause don't you know, what goes up must come down.  I know you know, you know I know ...  These are days like seeds in the open wind, these are mountains ahead, hours from the heart, ripped from the flesh, dragged into the outer world, I can't see how they'd survive without me.  these are seeds.

File under love

"An experimental love song.  Experimental means progressing from 'How deep is your love' to foot-fetishm.  It was supposed to be the second single, until someone got hold of the lyrics.  Anyway, on a preliminary video shoot, we borrowed three wee piglets from a local farmer and chased them through the sensual Mancini middle-piece with a super-8.  Two hours of slip and squeal turned out next to no useable footage and the project was dumped. We never learned why the most common cause of piglet death is heart-attack.”

I want to take off your shoes, so you can feel it too.  I guess we'll be calling this sweet love.  Let's stew in our own juice, so we can reproduce.  My hormones are calling this sweet love.  I think sex is like an old favourite dog, I don't mind if it smells.  It's only natural, it's been always this way.  If it turns us on, it's alright.  Everything I like best about your features is a long below your chest, the little creature inside me is hoping it's fed on sweet love.  I tried rubber and I tried collars and chains, I'm afraid that left me cold.  When I saw you walking barefoot for the first time, I was hooked alright, on sweet love.

My jealous Head

"Girl trouble up the ass."

You're like a disease, you keep coming back.  Sweet but hard, and terrible but nice.  You're like a nail stuck into my head, yeah, this is my head, my jealous head.  And just as I thought I did it, I got over you, a nail kept on screwing into my jealous head.  I wish that I could be with you in this big bed and I would fall asleep in your arms.  Yeah, we could have breakfast in the morning, doo doo doo doo doo ...  Every year I open up my box of tools, and every year it tells me I'm a fool.  Every year I'm looking for the right one to pull it out, oh please pull it out ...  Even your name sounds like a pain in the ass.  My desire to sleep with you slips back in the past.  the more I hat, the better I feel, and soon you'll be gone, or so it seeems.  And just as I thought ...  Pounding and pounding into my jealous head.

19 Chord Misery

The obscure title is derived from Gordon`s initial opinion, that he had used 19 different chords in this song, although there are only four or five (+variations). That tells you a lot about his musical abilities... The noise right at the start of the full song is actually Mr. Charismatic Frontdude cleaning his nose ...

I walk around, the pavement is grey. So little to do, my eyes roll away. Cane in my back, I suffer a lot, trigger-happy, I am just cattle. On a grey plane, money's the dog. Chase you away, I chase you away. Ratman, Tarman, rat's an art. I chase you away. I called a cab to take me so far, I couldn`t even glimpse at all the flaws. It drove all day, I'm scared all night. It started to flash, it started to grind. . On a grey plane, money's the dog. Chase me away, I chase me away. Ratman, Tarman, art's an rat. I chase me away.

The Big Collector Says

"Next to Birthday Suite, this is the other operatic piece on the album, an unwieldy, difficult song.  I needed a full three cans of Tennants super to get through the vocal parts for this ..."

I'm a friendly native of the wonderland, I'm a lost boy blue with a helping hand.  Time is multitude, and I am the big collector.  Moments are pearls I find in the sand and thread on my personal string.

Gone Fishing

The most peacefull song we ever recorded. About four and a half minutes of the 7.22 min playing time are just what we call "atmo": Birds, Waves, a dog barking etc... Mark Page, radio DJ with BFBS (the British equivalent of AFN) broadcasted the whole song worldwide from the studio in Belize (Mexico) a couple of times. Certainly the best surroundings for this tune I can imagine. If you`ve got small kids, try this to get them to sleep ...

I know little more than nothing. I dig clearing out my head. Cardiacs and clothes are something sane. There's nothing I want now. Nothing I don't have. Just let me sail away on truth.



Grammy (1996)

Recorded & mixed in Hamburg, Germany, at Chateau du Pape Studios in May/June 1996.  Produced by Franz Plasa.  Engineered by Michael Tiebes, Jeopard & Harald Lepschies.  String Arrangements by Stefan Pintev & Franz Plasa. Strings: G-String Quartet. Percussion: Marcio Doctor.  Original Sleeve Design & Photography by Dirk Rudolph.  Published by Goldrush/BMG.  All Songs by Instant Karma, published by Fort Knox.

Freaks

”Philosophy statement.  Ever seen the 1932 movie ”Freaks”?  If not, you missed out.  Real life dwarves, pinheads, limbless torsoes and siamsese twins go silver screen, and scared the shit out of everybody, so that their movie was banned before being released.  Poor freaks, so much for their Hollywood career.”

I’m a dead end, I am.  I must have taken a wrong turn, but I’m not on my own you’re with me, hey, let’s go and burn.  All my motors are running, hot against the wall.  I’m sick and happy, I’m still thriving, I feel ten feet tall.  I’m a freak among freaks, so are you, mutilated beauty, lively freak among freaks, we’re all free.  Let’s go out and have some fun, spoil their party tonight.  I see naked fingers pointing, ow, put them in a fright.  We’re much more alike than you’s really like, we’re bent, they’re straight, so you really hate the way they grow around us (they don’t own it all), the way they sleep around us, crowd around us, all around us.  Who’d rather see me silent, a freak without a grin, but what’s a grin without a freak, tell me my perfect twin.  I’m a freak ...

Tattoo

”Something of a love song, although Bon Jovi probably wouldn’t agree.  An extravaganza, a fancy surrounding mutual tattooing.  Would have been more romantic a few decades ago, but alas, nothing is permanent in the times of singledom and laser removal.”

Skin, wrapper of the soul, does it show when I puncture it, and touch, brush it with my mouth, with my nose, so much softer than parchment.  Take the needle in your hand, don’t be afraid, I’ll show you how it works.  I dip it in the ink, put it on your back, and make it hum and sing.  Love gets under your skin, draw a wish upon you, paint the pigments of my imagination on your skin, on my skin ...  You can’t see me in the shade, you won’t know how it will be, trust me, all beauty be revealed, just lie still, I’ll draw you what I see, landscapes on your side, what I like, it will be coming true, you just watch, from your head down to your toes, I’ll make you grow, I’ll make you glow ...


The Silver Whale 

Grammy’s second single release. A song about Gordon+Tom`s car, a silver Ford Granada built in 77´. We shot a video in Downtown LA for this one, with Gordon strapped to the roof of the car while we took a little sightseeing ride . Gordon`s still looking after the wreck, hoping that he can rebuild it and turn it into a convertible from I.K.`s first million-seller. You’ll find the Single Edit featuring a great horn section under `Collectibles´.


The World Starts Screaming 

A track of truly epic proportions. I.K.`s got the habit of recording at least 2 little ”operas ” on each album and this is probably the best one. We used WSS as the opener during the `Grammy-tour and it sure irritated the audience and got us a couple of strange reviews. Getting this baby’s playing time down to a reasonable shockwave amount is a really tough cookie and I could only salvage the main theme. Try to imagine the London Philharmonic Orchestra as a backing band, we always did ...

The lights go out, a candle burns, the box is on, the hormones yearn. Beside the bed it’s coke and crisps. It’s feeding time just like the pigs. I go here and you go there, imagine things that aren’t there and if we stop we feel alone. Please don’t stop just carry on. And the world starts screaming ...

Distorted

”One of IK`s little punk rock tunes in the tradition of `Bird´ (Mother Album) or `Herpes´ (Lost Album), only this time with Tom in the driver seat. Why only two and a half minutes? For us, stuff like this only works with hit & run tactics. Gary Toth, drummer in the original line-up of Chicago, said after listening to the whole album that `Distorted´ is really the only proper single on the album (Unbelievable ...). How do you meet people like that? Well, Gary is nowadays a colleague of my dad. Not all of them stay popstars, you know ...”

Higher than nothing, lower than everything. Crawl on the floor and wait for someone, someone to pick you up. And they´ll make a small boy grow, but did you do your homework? You say it`s nice of me that I care, wait till you read about my anger. Isn`t it far more important that you care? Start to care, straighten up, it`s not my turn to smash all the bottles for you. Times where everything is nothing. Where`s your place? Here? There? I used to betray myself like you do, I never liked damn aliens in me. I`m starting to act like I am funky, I always hated `sure, I`m fine´-talk. Higher than nothing, lower than everything. Laugh on your surface and you`ll kill your inner fun. Times where everything is nothing. Sweets you chew turn out to be deadly poison. Times where everything is poison. . Sweets you chew turn out to be deadly nothings. It`s all distorted.


Beef and the Blue Sea 

”This song’s a bit psychotic. At the end of the warm-up tour for the Grammy-recordings, we were driving home at night and encountered a road accident involving a truck full of cattle. Whilst waiting for the road to be cleared, the local authorities removed the corpses from the wreckage. Martin wrote the lyrics to this song during the rest of the journey. Spooky ...”

We leave the pasture for a better life and get away. The man was right all along, time to make our break. There’s a girl I know, maybe she and I will go – together. We’ll come back and tell them all of the wonders out there. Oh, back on the hill nobody knows just what it’s like out there and few of them dare to take a share. Everybody chews on the same green, still all that we dream of is the blue, blue sea. This night I heard a sound outside and I peeked through the cracks in the wagon. And then I saw them, they were working in a chain and they were handing things to one another. One looked like a leg and one looked like a head. It was dark still I could see. All around us they were fast asleep. I heard a scream. They were standing knee-deep in a still sea and I saw it with my own eyes, it wasn’t blue, it was red, the red sea.

W

”Why oh Why can you guys never get it right? Well, this album track is way off from Tom`s initial vision. Please cross-reference with an earlier version in the `Collectibles´ - section. The rest of us still think, it`s one of the real beauties of this record.”

Let him screw you down to his sickened world. Purgatory or what? Let him get you drugged, get you half asleep. Will you hear the call? Never forget the day, when he told you `You look fat in that dress´. How you reacted, like a housewife, you just smashed a cup and cried. Are you that easy to convince? Cause when you really are, you should know that boundless swimming lets you forget the ways into truth, the big W. I know, what it`s like to swim, that`s the reason why I care. You`re afraid when you leave him, he might to himself harm. But you can`t hide him from the rest, of which he thinks that he`s above. I know what it`s like to swim, but now I`m dry.

Breathe

”This track features Gordon on rare lead guitar. So be nice, check it out, after all the solo took one whole day to get it onto tape ...”

When I`m scared, I start to shiver. Don`t see no reason, why not. When I`m sad, I let my hair hang down. I start to wear a frown, don`t take it personally. Is it easy for you to breathe? Come on, take off your shell before it breaks in two. When I`m sick, I start to puke it out. The pressure was too loud, it`s not that I don`t want to eat. When I`m happy as a boy can be, I smile so easily, don`t take it personally. Is it easy for you to breathe?

Sleeper

”Slightly surrealistic lyrics. I just compared my own feeble body to plants & trees, with wrinkles and scars just growing on me while I’m asleep. As I’m one of these people that need to iron their faces after they’ve woken up (I’m a real pain in the morning), the thought just came up slightly before any signs of age were really visible. My Dad was amazed that I would write such stuff this early in life ...”

Call me the sleeper, cause I’m hiding from the day. I creep out of the woodwork, just at night so I can fake. I’m the sleeper. Dreamwrinkles grow my face, each one a different taste. Who cares if sadness or even gladness?  I’m the sleeper and I dream. I love what they do to me, they clean. Dreamwrinkles grow on me, each one’s a different tree. My heart is ploughing the seeds my heart is sowing ...

Nookie

”Grammy’s first single release. Yes, this is one of those almost unplayable tunes I tend to write and it’s all about everybody’s favourite pastime, Sex. During rehearsals, I got everybody completely annoyed, because the other guys thought I had just delivered a nice little intro, but yours truly insisted that this was a full song. It took about 50 different versions before we had something that worked for everybody. There are 3 different versions  of this one under the ”Collectibles”-section and if you like, you can listen to the demo `Masturbate!´ (weird ...). The video was shot in a deserted building in the harbour of Hamburg at –8°C with no heating and little food & drink. If you ever see it, look out for the frostbites!”


The phone rings, I get all flattered, free Nookie served on a silver tablet. I’m not sure, if I want to, really. Screwed, engaged, married, I see it all clearly. Feel safe ? I`d rather not.

Invertebrates

”The product of my long time fascination with all things crawly and squishy (when stepped on),  also a rare IK love song.  Check out the confused moogs and Ollie battling the string quartet at the end, two reasons why this song was never played live.”

If we were two barnacles we’d hug the underbelly of a mothership that’s leaving port out to see the world.  And if I were a squid, I would wrap my eight arms arouns you, I would spill out all my ink so no one could intrude.  Perfectly happy, perfectly dumb, blessed are the lower lifeforms, why can’t I be one?  The simplest of beings, so unburdened with braincells know no boredom, insecurity or misery like I.  And though I really love love you, sometimes I might take a tumble over my inflated cerebellum, although all I want is to be perfectly happy, perfectly dumb.  Blessed are the lower lifeforms, they know how it’s done.  As earthworms we would conjugate, as centipedes we’d dance, as crabs we would go sideways, or as ants we’s go single-file, you and I ..

Submarine

”After recording this in a late night session, we were so spooked by the atmosphere that we left it almost exactly the way it was, unmixed and raw.  Possibly the best recording on the album.”

A thousand leagues away from air,  My sonar’s flatlined and on my periscope a big nowhere.  I’m way in deep.  Here’s little Nemo trying to climb the captain’s seat., he wouldn’t mind to take a peek.  I dive through all the people, no sound crawls into my ears.  It’s lonely like the bottom of the sea though you’re all here.  So I dive, no sound, it’s lonely ...  .  I sprung a leak.  A week ago it started to drip and wet my feet.  Now I’m sinking slow.  All the people that drift and sway in the undertow pull me back, to and fro.  I dive through ... .  Tonight I locked my hatch.  My porthole eye is too clouded to watch.  It’s cold down here.  If I go deeper maybe I’ll find a warmer sphere, if I go down maybe I ...?    Dive ...


Lost Album (1999)

Recorded on Malta, at Temple Studios, in Germany at Gogo Studio, Hamburg, Fear Factory, Osnabrück, and at home.  Mixed at Horus, Hanover, Germany, and at Jeo's .  Produced by Franz Plasa.  Engineered by Michael Tiebes, Jeopard, Marcus Praed, and IK.  Brass arrangement by Anselm Kluge.  Add. Vocals by Alison Galea.  Add. Guitar by Franz Plasa.  Original Sleeve Design by Central Services. All Songs by Instant Karma, published by Fort Knox.

Herpes

”This is my attempt at writing a good, authentic love song.”

You give me Herpes, I gave you my cold. Virus crossbreeding, that thing called love. I eat your dandruff while I'm kissing your head. You nibble my fungus, god knows where. Our place is overheated and the germs own our bed. I'm sick of the acne, I'm sick of the smear. I'm sick of the snot that's everywhere. I`ll buy a detergent and flood the whole place. A genocide of proportion, I`ll kill the whole race. Our place is now the cleanest of the all. Boy, is life dull.

Go Naked

”Before we recorded the album, we wrote a huge list of things `Instant Karma don't do´, or better, `never tried before´. Item number one: Rapping. Ok, ok, it's not that, but most of the ideas came up while we were trying to introduce lines like `all the people in the house ´.  Don't worry, we got rid of all that trash. This is probably the funkiest record we ever did. Please also check out `WhatchaDo´. That one uses item 1 (Rapping) and item 4 (Reggae) and takes the whole thing probably to far ...”

Here's Sister Sue, she's into dirty games and cousin Kev enjoys a good rain. They take the dog, and have a pee party in the tub. And uncle Reg, swings ecstatic from the crossbeam in the attic. Auntie Sal whips hips him black, green, yellow and blue. And there's me, they hate me, I'm too square for that lot. My family, they tell me I'm screwed up. But I`d rather go naked out in the park. I know how to shake it here in the dark. There's brother Rat, doing the rubber thing, attaching wires to his nose ring. Plug him in, he has the best vibe money can buy. And my step-mum is on my back again, telling me to wear her stockings and hockey mask. "Go, play along in the yard". Still I`d rather go naked out in that park. I know how to wiggle and shake it here in the dark.

Whatcha Do

”This song was recorded and produced at home after the Malta session as yet another hit single attempt (no kidding ...). What the hell is this, I hear you say ? To state the obvious: Motown meets Reggae meets Jazz meets techno silver box meets Led Zep Drums meets Monkeys guitar meets, well, Instant Karma. Oh, almost forgot the beautiful lyrics - here's what happened: The first version of the song was based on an all quiet, Cat Stevens type of song Martin wrote, called `Bomber Harris´ (The guy who bombed Dresden/Germany in World War II). As the music got weirder, Martin decided that the lyrics were way too serious, so he changed them to something that was not serious at all.  In fact he insisted on total gibberish. In comes Gordon `OK, you can dance to it, lets put a bit of wine, women and song in there and maybe we can preserve the single´. What you actually hear is two people with completely different ideas pulling the same string. I guess, you should never clone alone.”

There's this beat, love, sing your body, don't give it up. Morph, high, no way, jerking. I see now, it's watcha do. Watcha do, watcha do, watcha do now ? Your mouth, head, feet , work, habit. Give it beat, brain. Clone, monk, rip, safe, hide this radio, well. Watcha do, watcha do, watcha do now ? You never clone alone. Shake you more, this warm heel kicks all the same. What belle, roll cig, big boss. All you need now is watcha do. Watcha do, watcha do, watcha do now ? You never clone alone.

The Sun Shines Out Of My Behind

”Sometimes playing around with shitty equipment turns out better recordings than developing a song over months and producing it on high end gear. This track was originally intended to be a duet with  Neil Diamond, but he just wouldn't answer our calls. And no, Ollie and Tom weren't drunk during the singing ...”

La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la. La, la, la, la, la, la, la.

You could be an Alien Abductee (and not even know it)

"The title is taken from an ad in the Weekly World News (see below).  The recording is special in many ways: the non-IK vocalist, the virtuoso synth guitar, the array of ripped-off samples (spot them and win a prize), and of course a guest appearance by the Daleks.  It's definitely among the weirdest shit we've done."

It's cold tonight, it's quiet out here, the skies ... are clear, so why don't you come tonight. You can find me again, can't you?  I've put a light on the roof. If you burn my lawn this time, burn it for good.  Woah, I'm awake, I can't sleep tonight, how could I miss it all again. My neighbour says they've been here last week, oh so close, why oh why that bitch and not me I can't understand, I'm your specimen. They lie about you, they say you don't exist at all, somehow the government doesn't want us to know. But I know, my baby's your babe, she's a little bit strange, she's got your eyes, I'm sure. The two of us down here are waiting ...

IRL

"This one is the result of a few nights worth of sex channel surfing on the net.  It contains a number of original quotes sampled from real-audio streams.  Sorry ladies, if I didn't ask.  If we ever meet, you can have some of mine."

My hard-disc crashed when you said, 'Come, it's alright'.  A virus got me that night, and I'm still down.  You just laughed, and all in code on a phone line.  What do you really look like?  Describe yourself and don't lie ... I tell you what gets me high, you tell me what gets you high, you tell me now.  Get me high.  And I just though, don't you think this is special?  The way our electrons mingle somewhere in this noise.  And don't buy the rumour that there's supposed to be no-one, you're not just a sub-routine program, you are alive as I am.  I tell you what gets me high ...

Love pisses me off

"I hope this is something valuable, something everybody can relate to.  My gift to the world, so to speak."

Love pisses me off, love pisses me off, I've had enough, I've had enough, babe.  All kisses are off, all those kisses are off, I've had enough, I've had enough, babe.  First you snapped my neck into, took it off, gave me a different view, I got drunk and slept somewhere outside.  I'm a hole in someone else's clothes, a toad lying on the road.  What is hope, but the trucks that pass me by?  Oh, my ...  Love pisses me off ...  Then you took my eyeballs out while I slept, as though I couldn't count, oh, wow, what a thing to do.  Just a bum in a shuttle ship to the sun, till his nose went dip, coming down like a mudpie from the sky, oh, my ...

Marty

"A song about Columbus riding his bike to the outer rim of Suburbia."

If there's one thing, I learned in school, it's that the Earth is round, an endless ball wherever you go, but they were  wrong, because I'm standing on the edge and I'm looking down over the rim all the way down.  The  world is all I've got, that's not a lot, and the sky doesn't change hue, but at least it's blue, so wonderfully blue ... Down on my street I can ride forever to other parts of town, an endless round, wherever I go it looks the same, and sometimes I feel the urge to go and kick in any door and tear it all down.  The world is a parking lot, a big green lawn, a shining mall, and the sky is hanging low, but it's aglow, with a thousand lights aglow.  And the sun is a gaseous ball, we know it all, it's reachable, and the moon's been trodden on, it's not shining on for anyone ...

Mummydog Space Echo

"Except for the real drums and vocals, which were added/replaced later, this song was recorded at home on the PC, using Cakewalk, Rebirth, SoundForge and the like.  Pretty amazing what department store equipment can do these days.  Whatever happened to Laika, by the way ... did she ever come down, the way Vince Hill did?"

A mummified dog is looking down upon me, and gravity sends him round.  I wish it would do the same for me, the same for you.  And I can do everything I want, yeah I can do everything.  How much is that doggie in the orbit? (I'd like to throw a stick for you, I'd love to, wouldn't you too)  the capsule might be alright, the radio and the lights.  Forty years in the sky, a lonely dog on a million mile walk, on a million mile walk.  How much is the doggie ...  You're mine, mummydog.

Mystery Meat

"Looking at this and 'Beef and the Blue Sea', one could get the impression we're vegetarians.  This, in fact, was written in a local burger bar.  Also, it was born as a cute little swinging rock number and only later mutated under heavy Atari radiation into this cancerous cell-mixture of mambo, surf and house.  This is tonight's special.  Enjoy.”

There's a horse, a pig, a cow, a blue-eyed rabbit, a chicken, a turkey, and a kangaroo, a duck, a goose, a hog and a reindeer, a snail, a crab, and a frog named Boo.  And none of the above is on the menu tonight, none of the above  ... Can you guess the mystery meat?

Ratboy

"Stopping at a light in the streets of Venice, California, a bum came up to our car smiling, holding up a sign that read: ''Movie producer seeks 10 million in funding and leading lady for new project.', then smaller beneath, 'smiles 25c, laughs 1$, all major credit cards accepted'.  Ratboy is a story about alternative earning methods."

A smile's a quarter, a laugh's a buck, every tourist is a pot of luck, so get'em.  You know where the watch is, feel for the wallet, throw away credit cards, or just keep all of it.  Your fingers are nimble, your hands are slim, if you know where they hide it, you're halfway in  ... You're my tick on the elephant's skin, my ratboy.  My prized monkey, my urchin, my ratboy ...  A cat they oughta've drowned, a bag of dirt, a bundle of talent in a VanDamme-shirt.  All you need is guidance, I'm here for you, trust the old man, he'll push you through.  There's no salvation, there's just distraction, some are bad days, but most are nothing.  The streets are lonely, the parks are cold, it's just a matter of moments and you'll be old ...

Three Cakes for Toad

"A cruel and merry little song, entirely fictional, non?  This recording features Martin on rare lead vocals and Franz (le producteur extraordinaire) on cool, but entirely un-InstantKarmaesque blues guitar.  The first time ever that four guitarists in the band did not suffice."

Toad, you're never going to be, whatever you wanted to be, no astronaut or fireman, no doctor, no president.  You can safely forget all the wonders the others do.  You better forget all the marvellous things everybody does.  Toad, toad, it's not your fault, some are born to crawl, born to crawl.  Toad, toad, you'll never fall if you go down on all fours, down on all fours.  Life's like is like a restaurant, if you're smart you order want you want.  But something must have gone all wrong, I got an imbecilic son.  I should have never married your mother, but I went for blondes.  It's all her fault, why did she drink that much, just because my hand slipped once in a while ..., and I say toad, toad, it's not your fault

A word from our sponsor

"This one started out as an exquisite, beautiful but yet slightly boring instrumental. Exquisite, beautiful, slightly boring? Er, sounds french to me. But alas, we just had no french person handy - in comes one of the better aspects of Europe: household appliances ship with multilingual manuals! So, put a couple of `chéri´s and `mon amour´s in there and we`re okay. I sure hope we don`t get sued for copyright infringement."

Lyrics censored.

Michelin man

”This one was written while I was working for a well known parcel service with ugly brown uniforms (I bet you can't guess the name of this company!). So there I was, driving down the motorway, with this tiny little melody in my head. At the same time I was looking at all the Michelin men fitted to the trucks passing me by. As I got home I had to fill up the tank as usual, but this time I did not only have to remember the pin code for company credit-card, I had to watch out not to forget the lyrics and the music as well. So there I was, at a gas-station, with the smell of gasoline in my nose, the lyrics in my head (and of course the pin-code) and this melody in my heart: "Nnn nnn nnn nothing comes close to the Michelin man, he's a steady companion on the motorway....." 

Who’s been there for donkey’s years? And who is as white and creamy as milk? Who smiles like everthing`s in perfect shape? Who can not ever, ever come down? Nothing comes close to the Michelin man, he's a steady companion on the motorway. For selling tires, he must get tired of sitting on trucks. Some drivers have lights that turn from left to right, lets go Knightriding. Some even have Christmas trees,  got plastic warmth all tied up nice. While all the other people run in the shops for Christmas, heart attacks, he’s all alone out there, just counting miles to fall asleep, he’s counting miles to fall asleep. Nothing comes close to the Michelin man, he's a steady companion on the autobahn. For selling tires, he must get tired of sitting on trucks.


Planet Spain

”Basically I'm telling people not to watch too much TV, and at the same time I’m watching TV like hell myself!! Apart from that, it's dealing with the fun-orientated generation who are far from leading poetic and really deep lives like we do. (Bollocks!) The producer was quite provocative about the lyrics and suggested that we should sing something like: "making love to the IRA". Bound to be a hit, ey!?”

Everything is possible today, just as long as you’re up to date. With the latest fashion to approve everything that’s so real. Watch the man on the stool go to hell, see how he looks with the juice in his veins. As the spit runs down your mouth, you reach out for the sweets next to you. If I had the remote control, I`d zap you away to where you really belong, TV today. Now you’re off on a holiday, having sex in the orient. As the spit runs down your mouth, you’ll pull out your card and pay for the boy. Somebody has to drive the car tonight. So we can get into town and feel alright. If I was to book your flight, I`ll send you to space. Where you really belong, to Planet Spain. Viva Espana.


